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See and Hear
"Step'n'
High," Now!
College of the Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California, Friday, March 1, 1940
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PSA Debaters Cop Lin field Sweepstakes Cup

By BILL BECKER

HH.'
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M;ah

Presidents
Join Spring
Expedition

Water
Well, ^ seems this week we're
much at sea as Europe—but
'S ally- From latest reports it
'> 0ft
%
t< ^ "te nared that Pacific was movfPp?n on Pacific.
Qne consolation though: we
h, ,qr w
~L that our storm must have
Death Valley Heads
'«£? <i kn end, cannot go on indefinitely.
Plan for Rain,
>. '"day's Europeans have no such
Over
there
the
Marv'th
jssurance
if It's Still Comin'
tide continues to swell,
tian
'u'nd ominously at civilization's
^itl
Presidents of two institutions
aiding shore.
e
are
going on the College of the
is
week
the
Irresistible
Th
shom^ . ce" that is Russia, finally Pacific Death Valley expedition
"Pis
Kill
tarted 1° make headway against which will leave Stockton two
ha.^
s •
the "impenetrable defense" of weeks from tomorrow. The trip
Uland, forcing the fighting will last all spring vacation.
Finns to give up valuable front
Tully C. Knoles of Pacific and
the
the Mannerheim
jne forts of
J. B. Lillard president of Sacra
h|r
}ine drop back to secondary
mento Junior College sent in
osts- Unless help is soon forth their applications last week. Mrs.
>.v*
:
coming
the
Suomimen
are
doomPi,ht' f»
.*11(1
Knoles will accompany Dr.
.... % C
A to the Red yoke.
Knoles.
"son 39
Chances are good that help
1«>„
»U
J
h
_ay be officially given by the RAIN, SOME GOOD
Damp desert weather has
Allies, despite Sweden's extreme,. a'xi
hh J**
idealistic stand for neutrality brought desert wild flowers out
with the Bear all but yapping at in great numbers, and the Kern
County wild flowers will nearly
her back gate. Britain has a be in their prime during the week
in
Baltic
waters,
seems
fleet
When of spring vacation. Plans have
ready to send troops,
been made so that if the desert is
gritain goes, so does France.
Rue
too wet and rainy the expedition
And so does Germany—on the can camp inside. Two years ago
Then the war really expedition members were rained
0ther side.
induct
begins.
on at Boulder Dam. The women
"»rdvv•°od. ot
Of course, that's only a theory, rolled their bed rolls in the aisles
but not at all unlikely. The next of the Boulder City theater and
rente
fortnight should tell the tale, thirty boys spent the night in
"by Lawiejswhether or not the conflagration the city jail.
dng bei
will become "World War II" (as GRAVY CREW
lC Bmid.
Time has already cynically label
The Gravy Crew, a group of
ed it). If there is no general
of ten boys who do the cooking
"ff'Ted a J outbreak this month, on goes the
and who set up the camps, has
r
m the FYess "war o:E nerves" Certain it is, already been chosen and has been
be out to
however, that the closer the Rus
getting the equipment ready for
f ''ey have
sian Bear comes to the North the trip. Those on the 1940 crew
Sea,
the
more
imminent
the
arm
wl,h 'he j y
are Haworth Jonte, Graf Koeck,
a
teparatton. y ed showdown.
Grant Colliver, Bob Meyer,
You can throw those pretty Eugene Short, Dick Fisher, Dave
,n
the
speeches
of Chamberlain and Hit Farley, Don Jonte, Jack Hanner,
Mirrwood Nort
ler last Saturday in the ash can. and Weldon West.
y become eUgi
They're still stalling. It's almost
The crew has been constructing
xtremely well
as bad as the Louis-Godoy fight, cases and collapsible tables. All
scries and sho
old equipment has been recondi
ch In the con Nothing Ever Happens
tioned. The next two weeks the
To the too, too bored Seeyoboys will put lunch Items In in
hie shirting line peers whose habitual dirge is dividual bags. On the trip each
fie will he:
"nothing ever happens at Pa person gets a lunch containing
enahan it (or cific," we toss up in refutation sandwiches, cookies, candy, pea
i'llllams at cea the following menu of week-end nuts, and dried fruit. The crew
iters and Mo» tidbits:
packs everything but the sand
(1) Tonight and tomorrow wiches before the trip.
la.
night, after last night's smash
o
O
ii ai
ta State Colli? opening, "Step'n' High," the Har
vo-ycar hotel sta old Roger's musicomedy, on the
We went
In the country Auditorium planks.
overboard for this one last week
and It still goes—double.
(2) The closing basketball
games of the Far Western Con
ference race between the Chico
State Wildcats and the cellarA contrast to yesterday's as
ridden Bengals at the C.O.P. Gym,
It's the last chance for the Pa sembly, which consisted of the
cific cagers to redeem themselves presentation of football awards
and grab at most a tie for fourth to players of both Stockton
Junior College and College of
place. One never knows.
(3) At roadshow tariffs, "Gone Pacific, will be the assembly held
With the Wind" will be on dis next Tuesday, March 5. Although
the date of the assembly has been
Play at the local cinemansion.
changed, the time will be the
and AH IW Those with the wherewithal will same as usual and it will be com
find "GWTW" four hours-plus pulsory for members of both the
worth of show.
Stockton Junior College and Col
(4) Also, we understand that lege of Pacific.
Steinbeck's "Grapes of Wrath"
The high-light of the program
is opening in Sacramento; which will be a talk delivered by Pierre
way attract those who "just can't De Lanux, well known French
wait." Personally, we're inclined lecturer and journalist, on the
to wonder how much punch Stein- subject, "Is World Organization
deck's great novel will have after For Peace Possible."
(California censors get through
In 1914 he held the position of
war correspondent in the Balkans
ith it,
If that isn't enough activity to and later volunteered and served
'Old you for awhile, try the an- in the French Ambulance Corps.
From 1924 to 1934 Monsieur
'ual Senior-Faculty hoop extra'aganza and floor-show next De Lanux was director of the
esday night. Try it anyway; Paris office of the League of
f riu may not see basketball, but Nations and at the present time
is Director of the Paris office
•you'll like it.
of the French Information Cen
Early betting favors the pedatre.
*
jogues (they've had more praco
ce), but beware the turning
forms—the Men (capitalize that
Please) of '40 mean business.
Sneer, sneer!)
rHlooISj

STEP AND HIGH SHINE

ki

CANDID
CAMERA
CONTEST
Naranjado Offers Prizes
for Best Photos

WlvJ

Campus Candid Camera fiends
will be given incitement to do
their dirty work on unsuspect
ing subjects by the announce
ment that the yearbook Naranja
do, will sponsor a candid camera
contest to secure for the 1940
annual a better and more repre
sentative collection of informal
photographs.
Sponsors of this contest offer
three copies of the Naranjado as
prizes with the optional provision
of a money refund if the book
has already been paid for.
Pictures entered in the contest
must be printed on glossy, white
paper about 3x4 inches in size,
but the subject of each will be
left to the discretion of the exe
cutioner, with the one stipulation
—that they must be representa
tive of life on the campus.
The judges, who are the editor
and manager of the Naranjado,
and a competent person from out
side the campus, will base their
decisions in part, on any one of
the following points: Best indi
vidual picture; best group pic
ture; or the most consistently
good work by a contestant.
Themes suggested are the pure
ly scenic, candid, informal por
traiture, faculty members, or
any other subject related to the
campus that the contestant
chooses.
All pictures must be left at
the Information Office of the
Naranjado before the contest's
closing date, April 20.
o

RSI'S

KTE CAKE,
RY AND
ATESSEK

On the C.O.P. Beat
At long last, as It must some
% to all men, the WPA came
to Pacific. Currently inundated
'"Pacific's front yard is Federal
project Number 1,674,365 (1940
fimated Census). Until the delu8e, the WPA-ers were going
! eat guns laying the framework
°r the new curb which will ex""d along the entire front of
campus and set off Smith
,a'e the way it has long de
J^ed. It's a pleasure to see
I13' scraggly front being pretled up.
Now how about a few
"ore bushes along Pacific Ave
Mr. Bava?

•

•

If is to laugh: Regularly among
voluminous correspondence
"ich Student Body Prexy E. At
hson receives are folders from
?c'urers
whose services are
pliable for assemblies.
One
I* this week came from a reed naval officer who offered
V one of a dozen lectures. His
ung points were summed up:
PROPAGANDA — FACTS
iMLY." But the catch came in
! words in smaller type im0,1United on

page 2, column h)

Biddick, Pulich
Win Honors
Archibald, Bartholomew, Fuller,
Fanucchi Aid in Linfield Sweep
The bewildered PSA debaters are still groping for an
answer. For a number of years the local teams have
always been near the top, and In one tournament they
seem to have been installed as heroes. As the squad sees
it. "The accumulated breaks were bound to come some-

•time."
The magnificent Linfield
sweepstakes trophy was of course
the crowning achievement, for it
was presented to the college with
the best team showing. Pacific's
six topped a list of 400 speakers
from 50 colleges In six states.
MEN VICTORS
Most distinctive achievement
was the victory in men's debate
with Martin Pulich and Bill Bid
dick taking first honors with a
record of 10 wins and one loss.
They are the first COP men's
team to ever win an upper divi
sion tournament, and have this
year lost but 2 of 21 debates.
What really came as a startling
MARGARET GEORGE and LUCIAN SCOTT, cast in the title roles of High and
surprise to PSA adherents was
Step respectively, top the cast of the new Harold Rogers' show which hit the
the victory of Gladys Bartholo
boards for the first performance last night. Others pictured above are Tom Gromew, C.O.P. senior, and Lois
man, Gail Scheere, Mildred Marsh, Clive Mefford, Esther DeMark, Milton Kwate,
Archibald, Stockton J. C. sopho
Toni Rifberg, Bud Meyers, Dorothy Braghetta, Bob Dean and Audrey Krasnow.
more, in women's debate. Not
only was this the first debate
trophy which they had won, it
was also their first tournament
as a team.
The men on the squad showed
their appreciation of the girls
attitude in winning by presenta
tion of orchids at the squad re
ception and award presentation
Monday night in Anderson Hall.
INDIVIDUAL HONORS
With an exceptionally high
By CARD FULLER
ranking in the final round of
,
Dramatic Critic
oratory, John Fannucci was able
to annex first in the division with
It has been said that "a prophet is not without honor
his oration of "Blueprints For
save in his own country." Nevertheless, the wisdom of
Paradise," a discussion of the oldFive Performances
the ages as expressed in the particular axiom will not
age pension problem.
daunt Pacific Little Theatre fans who see "Step 'n'
Are Scheduled
Bill Biddick won the senior
High." For only the blackest pessimist would refuse to
men's extemp cup with a final
predict a bright future for Harold•
round speech on "Saving Souls
Pacific Little Theatre added a
Rogers after seeing this, his latest
unique achievment to its already
BILL BIDDICK and MARTIN on Relief." By the addition of a
work.
lengthy list last night, when
PULICH collaborated in winning third place in after-dinner speak
"Step 'n' High," a three-act, fullFOLLOWS ONLY IN TIME
the recent Linfield Invitational ing on the topic of "American
length musical comedy, received
Now playing in Pacific Audi
Debate Tournament, the men's Jitterbugs," Biddick was honored
with a plaque for the outstanding
its first public performance.
torium, "Step 'n' High" is the
debate trophy. Biddick also won
male speaker in the tournament.
VETERAN CAST
third Rogers production, and by
Judging from the past week extempore.
In impromptu speaking on
Written by a former student of Naranjado sales, this year's
far the best, to be staged by De"Current Editorial Opinion," Mar
of
the
Conservatory,
"Step
'n'
Marcus Brown. It follows "Sweet
annual promises to outsell that
tin Pulich placed third. In ora
High" features Margaret George
Suite," a Studio Theatre opus,
tory Carl Fuller reached the
and Lucian Scott in the leading of last year by a large number.
and "Hi Spirits," the hit of last
Naranjado slips may be pur
semi-finals with his "War Be
roles. Suporting characters are
spring. Chronologically speak
tween the States." Miss Archibald
played by Max Gobel, Ruth chased for one dollar and fifty
ing, that is, "Step 'n' High" fol
also reached the semi-finals in
Crane, Dick Briggs, Gail Scheere, cents with a PSA card and three
lows these two, but in every
junior women's extemp.
Charles Wood, and Charlotte dollars and fifty cents without,
other respect the current produc
An illustration of the difference
Smith. The play was directed and for one remaining week. Mem
tion is the leader. It has better
which winning makes to recogni
staged by DeMarcus Brown with bers of the faculty may obtain
songs, a better story, a better set
tion achievement will be noted in
the musical direction by Wilhel- Naranjados at the student price
ting, better costumes,-and better
the fact that few are aware of
of one dollar and fifty cents. Dif
mina Harbert.
Ex. Committee Does
the heights to which the team of
gags. In short, it is'a sure-fire
Book, music, and lyrics were ferent from last year's method
Carl Fuller and John Fannucci
written by Harold Rogers. Last of sales, no installment payments
hit.
Not Change Views
rose in this tournament by win
The plot of "Step *n' High" is
year the Little Theatre produced will be accepted.
ning all but two of their ten de
"Sweet Suite," and "Hi Spirits,"
not significant. Suffice it to say
Slips may be purchased dur
Reconsideration of the ques
bates.
both Rogers creations. "Step 'n' ing the week in the main hall of
that it includes two love stories,
tion, "Should the Executive
High" is his most ambitious the administration building from
NO PUSHOVER
a misunderstanding, a threatened
Committee Aid the Finnish
undertaking to date. In keeping Naranjado salesmen.
The McMinnville tournament is
divorce, and finally reconcilia
Relief Fund Drive," still
with the occasion, five instead
famous for the grind that it im
Sales manager for this year's
tion and happiness for all con
brought forth a negative an
of the usual three performances Naranjado is Margo Mclntyre.
poses on participants, and last
cerned. The important thing is
swer from members of the
week's tournament was no ex
have
been
scheduled,
the
repeat
Other salesmen for living groups
that while Rogers has a complete
Executive Committee at their
offerings of tonight and to on the campus include Alpha
ception. The six PSA represen
story for the play, he never al
meeting last Wednesday.
tatives themselves actually spoke
morrow
night
being
followed
by
Theta Tau, Janet Porter; Epsilon
lows it to interfere with the songs
a total of 20 hours during the
two appearances on Friday and Lambda Sigma, Beth Shauer;
Members agreed that the
and the comedy, both of which
tournament.
Saturday of next week.
Ex.
committee
is
not
in
a
Tau
Kappa
Kappa,
Margo
Mc
saturate the show from beginning
USUAL PRICES
Prof E. R. Nichols of the Junior
position to take an official
lntyre; Mu Zeta *Rho, Irene TiHAROLD ROGERS clicks
to end.
The usual admission prices—
College was the guiding father
stand on national problems
coulat;
Women's
Hall,
Celia
again with the third of a series fifty cents, seventy-five cents,
COME AWAY SINGING
for the local group. Despite the
because this committee is not
Cross; Manor Hall, Lucille An
protests of the good Prof, that
The songs, well, you can't of musical comedies produced in and a dollar—are being charged.
maintained
in
order
to
solve
derson; Women's Hall Annex,
he was just "good friends," the
write about them. Go to hear Pacific's Studio and Little Thea Tickets and reservations are Doris Wudell; Co-op, Jean Folthe problems of the world,
local lads and lasses saw more
available at the box office.
them and you will come away tres.
but that its purpose is to
lette; Omega Phi Alpha, Bob
method than madness in the
singing them yourself. Rogers'
solve
the
problems
of
the
Stark; Rho Lambda Phi, Pat
number of acquaintances re
knack for snappy lyrics plus the
PSA, and it is up to the in
Dunlap; Alpha Kappa Phi, Bill
newed by the debate director at
smooth, catchy accompaniment of
dividual
student
himself
if
Hunefeld, and Men's Dorm, Jim
the tournament.
Al Harkins and Vincent Peck,
he wants to support any na
Holden.
o
make the music top-notch.
tional movement such as the
o
The comedy, well there's plenty
Finnish Relief Fund Drive.
The following books have been
of that, too. There is a burlesque
It was resolved that since
of a ballet dance by Gail Scheere taken off of the Library rental
the Ex. Committee deals with
that will roll you in the aisles. s h e l f : A r m s t r o n g , H a m i l t o n
the administrative duties of
To the accompaniment of only
"Thinking Through the Prob
Margaret George and Lucian Fish: When There Is Peace;
the PSA, and since the Finn
two
flat
tires
and
a
few
rivers
Scott, who as High and Step re Caldwell and Bourke - White: lems of Marriage" will be the
ish Relief question lies out
across the road, the varsity de
Pacific's A Cappella Choir will
topic
outlined
by
the
Rev.
Ralph
North
of
the
Danube;
Ganett,
spectively play the leading roles,
side the administrative. pow
bate team of Claude Hogan and
sing next Sunday at the First
do a side-splitting take-off on David: The Letters of T. E. Law Crawford for the S. C. A.'s All- Gregg Phifer met the California
ers of the Ex. Committee,
Congregational Church in Berke
vaudeville in the second act. And rence; Graham, Stephen: Alexan Association meeting, to which Aggies at Davis last Tuesday
and because the Finnish re
everyone
is
welcome,
next
Mon
ley. The services will start at
lastly, Max Gobel as a Balkan der of Yugoslavia; Hunt, Frazier:
lief question is a matter of
night on the subject of a third
7:15 p. m. and the choir mem
baron, does a goose-stepping The Letter Doc; Joyce, James: day evening from 7:30 to 9:00.
students' individual attitudes
The Rev. Mr. Crawford, former term for F. D. Roosevelt. Joe
bers will be broadcast over a
scene in the last act that is posi Finnegan's Wake; Lomax, John
the
Ex.
Committee
would
not
Kegler and Caswell Stockard met
Berkeley station. Dr. Tully C,
and Alan: Cowboy Songs; Mason, pastor of the Methodist Church
tively riotous.
officially act on this prob
the Aggie frosh in a debate on
The second of the series of
Knoles will be the guest speak
Daniel: Music in My Time; in Tracy and now chairman of
lem.
the Goodwill Industry of Stock isolation.
short plays of Ambrose Bierce, TOPSY-TURVY SINGING
er, the occasion being a union
But these, as complete scenes, Rhodes, May Davison: The Hired ton, was once associated with the
entitled "Can Such Things Be?"
meeting of the First Congrega
Man on Horseback; U. S. Federal
was presented last Wednesday do not contain all the comedy. Writers' Project: Death Valley Institute of Family Relations in
tional Church and the Trinity
Methodist Church.
night at 9:15 over the transmit There are gags from start to fin Guide; Wilson, Edith Boiling: Los Angeles.
At the All-Association meeting,
The choir will sing three new
ter of station KWG under the ish. There is the pantomime of My Memoir.
an outline of the men and women
Scott and Miss George. There
numbers—"Benedictus," by Paladirection of Arthur Farey.
The following bdoks have just relationships topic will be pre
are the strange Rogeresque
dihe; "The Cherubim Song," by
Radio adaptation of the play
been added to the Library shelf: sented as a prevue to a series of
names—the butler is called Smut
Panchenko, and "They Crucified
was done by Lois Wheeler and
Goss, M. Bolero: Life of Ravel; eight lectures to be given by Mr.
ty, and is. There is marvelous
My Lord," a negro spiritual. In
Margaret Lefevcr.
Characters
Huxley, A.: After Many a Sum Crawford, starting in April, if
clowning by Gall Scheere. There
the first, Barbara Harrison and
portrayed in the drama were
mer; Nordhoff and Hall: No the students are interested in the
is a song sung by Miss George
Charles Wood have solo numbers,
acted by Rodney Randall, Julia
More Gas; Madaraga, S. de: The subject. It is the plan that the
while she is standing on her head.
and in the last number Margaret
Hetman, and Glenn Taflner.
lectures will treat the entire
All this is staged in a beautiful Life of Christopher Columbus.
George and Robert Harrison will
As is characteristic of Ambrose
field from the boy-girl friend
surrealist set designed by Desing the solo parts. In addition
ships up through marriage.
Bierce, the play was mystic and
Marcus Brown. The chorus girls
to these new numbers "The Bal
The speaker has just completed
involved, and left the listener
wear wacky costumes made of
lad of the Trees and the Master,"
a series of lectures of this kind
puzzled trying to determine the
pliofilm. A startling device is
by Matthews, and "The Choral
for a combined group of college
proper relationship of one char
the use of a sound machine to
age people of the Christian and
Blessing"
will conclude the choral
The
"Town
Meeting
of
the
Air"
acter to another.
speak the player's thoughts while group met Thursday night at six Methodist churches of Lodi.
program.
Another radio event, the week
they pantomime. And through it
o
o
ly College of the Pacific Sympos all run bouncing tunes, sweet p. m. to discuss the question,
"Should
controversial
subjects
ium, was given last Thursday
tunes, hot tunes, tunes for one be discussed in school?"
night at 8:30 over the same sta
The speakers were John Studeand
all.
.
. .
tion. The discussion, directed
Progress on the new dining
To sum it all up, this is typical baker, United States Commis
Miss Richards, head nurse at
by Professor Edward Betz, was Harold Rogers stuff, better than sioner of Schools and C. H. Caul- hall addition announced in last
the infirmary, requests that all
on the question "Is there need ever, given a superlative perform field, Superintendent of Schools week's paper has been slowed
This is our artist's conception of the way the new the candidates for teachings cer
down by the heavy rainfall of
for more social welfare work in ance' by an outstanding cast. Only in San Francisco.
dining
hall addition will look when completed. To avoid tificates report Monday morning,
the
past
week.
With
good
weath
our country today?" Participat cranks and dullards would miss
Wayne Everett led the discus
er, actual construction should obscuring the picture, the two fine redwoods have not March 4, for their tuberculin
ing students were Elton Cencision
at
the
S.
C.
A.
rooms
after
an opportunity to see "Step "
rulo, Bill Biddick, Lewis White
start soon.
been drawn in the positions in which they will remain. tests.
the dinner and radio program.
High."
head, and Doris Bowring.

Rogers' Show Clicks
"STEP 'N' HIGH" TOPS
PAST MUSICOMEDIES

'Step 'n' High'
Makes Debut
Last Night

VICTORS

NARANJADO
GOES ON
SALE

AUTHOR

"No Official
Finnish Aid"
—PSA Heads

World Peace
Probed at
Assembly

•

No. 21

Library Adds Is Marriage
and Subtracts Ultimate
Outcome?

Third Term?

Choir Leaves
for Berkeley

Second Radio
Mystery Is
Presented

NEW DINING HALL

Debatable School
Subjects-Pro, Con

Progress Slow

Tuberculin Tests
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The mind of the wise man imparts intelligence
to his speech,
And adds persuasiveness to the teachings ot his
..
—Proverbs 16 23
from the Amerrcen Translation of the Bible.
Copyright 1938 by the University of Chicago.
Reprinted

EDITORIAL

FEATURE

PSA-Pacific
Two weeks ago our leading editorial discussed
the p a r t t h e P a c i f i c S t u d e n t A s s o c i a t i o n s h o u l d p l a y
in a d j u s t i n g t o t h e t r i - p a r t i t e s e t u p o n t h e local c a m 
pus. T h i s w e e k o u r t o p i c i s t h e r e l a t i o n s b e t w e e n

in the mood P
By the Super Sleuths

oh

Any similarity of persons mentioned m this column to
on the campus either living or dead is purely coincidental
'

what you think.)

LAST YEAR'S STARS

ty

•SKI HEIL
Pacific Ski dub
Schedler had a sad

Thursday
Dances
Revived

'

Pf(

i

pper yell0*'
fts"
y
^sC^l
th<

-co-Cot

SEAtS.

<C» < ; ; * v < ;

Jimmie Lunceford has been the
!=1? UU;iies nursi
broken bones in hi« . s
main topic of musical conversa
bad, Bill, it isn't everv°0t'
tion since his one-nighter at the
1
?veray
Auditorium. The great majority PORT THE HELM . . - • • • gets a chance to ski
t ei'Jrn
p>"
Sun
ley.
of the hep-cats fell for the band
the College of t h e P a c i f i c a n d t h e P S A .
The proposed ice rink at U. C.
"Where's Pacific's'spirit" was
.5^'
And speaking 0f
in no uncertain fashion, raving at is running into some stormy sw.
c the '
I n o u r o p i n i o n , o n l y o n e principle c a n p r o v i d e a
the question asked several weeks
!
great length about the marvelous After the Oakland city council week-end saw a nun^- ne<"- L
/
W,
,re*" ^fushl"
rwago when It was announced that
firm foundation for Pacific-PSA relations: coopera
arrangements and musicianship nnroved the site across from the Pacific ski enthusiasts
°'S,is V1'*
the Thursday night dances would
etVne d°
of the combo. In fact, the con H tv hall the board of education crest and Donner
od
Donne,. S,, Pil» f 2jeW,
- c
cod
tion. T h i s i s n o t o n l y o n e of t h e w a t c h w o r d s of t h e
T
be discontinued because of lack
nail, uie
^ ^
The I Amnno- two
°us post
sensus of opinion seems to be city
head
disapproved
the
action.
The
Among
those
enjoyi
II
ng
of student support.
dav but also the only way in which both can funcot
told
J'
However, recent events have that the Lunceford crew made mayor would "oppose vigorously were Jane Ketman, a
the
Basie
organization
look
a
any arrangement to destroy the mina, Jimmy Wood al _
„ „tion t o t h e b e s t a d v a n t a g e .
shown that PSA spirit is not such
trifle under the weather. On the i?-year-old plan for a civic cen- Stebbins.
'
^
F
B
a thing of the past as it was
First, and fundamental, is the College's duty to
— the
— rink
—ir was
—
A word to the timid
5V >ed
for
thought to be, for due to requests other hand, there are a number ter.y The site
recognize the necessity for student self-government.
lllnr anc
by the students themselves for of Pacificites who think the band originally planned for a park. worry about hurting''' S 'V
Last week the PACIFIC WEEKLY conducted a
,eriy
d°U
the continuation of the Thursday is definitely stink'aroo, because Three attempts to .buy the pr p- while skiing. Just L*>
^Vfiouttf
night jam-sessions this ancient there were too many fast tunes erty by bond issues have been un Blossom .well known
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students
can
enter
at
any
h i s a l r e a d y l o n g a n d fruitful y e a r s of service a t t h e
Query of the week: If peace
be in charge of the building
BETTY DIXON, So®' ,;
the possible conflict of that Held
d may not occur
In ,1,..
time
and
take
from
one
to
each
evening.
comes
with
the
Spring,
can
Sum
BOB
CQNAWAY,
SP® j.-^'
C o l l e g e of t h e P a c i f i c .
of science with religion. Student
five units.
do ALICE RUDEBAUOW,
ner be far behind?
discussion will occupy a larpe
not be H A Y G K O S S E , I * ® 1 ' 8 > l a k f
g
emotionally swayed
Portion of the meeting
JEKBOLI) WALKED'
by either JESSIE
side!
HANNAY, CW^pW
TOM WOODRUFF '

Os V

vav *ur
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LOSE OR FLUNK - Speaker Urges
FACULTY ULTIMATUM Stabilized
Employment

Education Dean
Undergoes
Operation

. Cflmpus
nlrreRView

Me<

Mrs. M. O. Pease
Goes East
for Conclave

Superb Showing

$1.25

.Haas
& Sons

Sun Valley Interests
Local Skiers,
Even Schedler

Rooms Policy
Explains
Rules

Mine Drug

Omega Phi Holds
"Gambling Party"

PRESIDENT'S
CORNER

Psychology Basis
of Two Dramas

LET WAITING
DATE WAIT

siness

Smyth Leads LQL
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Music Dominates
Chapel Program
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One Moment,
Please

Sympathy

S. C. A. OPEN
EVENINGS
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Petitions
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to Crossways
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Epsilon Has
Novel Rush
Plans

Variety Is
Spice of--

Rushing

•

rushing event on Mu

first
Rho's calendar was an in-

I /'Oh

"'01

V

kln«

u, " M
Of ., ^

. dinner
jiv.nor Monday night.
al
form
-Mary Ranney, chairman for
>IlS pinner, chose yellow and
Iet f0r her color scheme.
rn the latter part of the eve• a the guests and the members
"{the house played various

Grimshaw and Vivien
Canary assisted in the plans for
dinner,i * poll's Tea" was the theme
, Mu Zeta Rho's rushing tea
Wednesday. The dolls, dressed in
ctumes of various countries
' tw,. ^ c0 re exhibited to the guests, and
Tories of interest were told about
li »«>•
ch. The dolls are part of the
1»
Ju *t
Election loaned by Beverly
11 ^now^K;; collet;
hi p. w,!' V Wright'
j^Iiss Beverly Miller and Miss
out
Wright carried out the doll theme
p*ts
the refreshments.
The last of Mu Zeta Rho's in
formal rushing dinners was held
Thursday evening. Miss Pat Car>e a"
"""«'be
s. or)i chairman for the dinner,
day,,
selected mixed
bouquets and
A silver candle-sticks for her decoTr»,v»
n • * rations.
Misses Joyce Wiggins, GerlbeJU.nlor D|
naine Anderson, and Mary Ellen
assisted Miss Carson
>• IS® [ioosan
Iv'ith her dinner preparations.
>»•* J|;,i Mu Zeta Rho will serve tea
•Ire pra(; *
this afternoon from three until
l«h
five for the rushees.
»me wiiv^ Decorations of multi-colored
R° to cS flowers will be arranged through
"»<% ^ out the house.
Refreshments will be so colored
as to conform with the house's
I HONG?
« K. %

^Phyllis

J"

*

J

11

1

other decorations.

wrong

u

Miss Betty Lee Mathews is the
chairman. She will be
2 m ft committee

"nines doJ

iu.1

assisted by Misses Harriet Budin,
CjV Norma Marcellin, and Eloise
the cw Lambert.

ng and the ^

s.rs:,a<^

'

"

ever

8,l»

Rangir

»ng hall ,

^

amlss

Pondering»
"l the solution
what was wr»
• • • • NO STUB
'!' seems to hit
Me for a better
"long his "Cat'i
'e 56 suit and hi
promptu assemK
it. Good luckti
n{

t SPKISE

uUtions to Mat
irmer Pacilic
u need her engage
to Mr. Milton M
kejey. And on tht
trothals we mini
, recent surpris
it made by Clivil
Stone, well
iund the campus.

DeMolays Meet

$1.25

•

*

*

ARCHANIA
BUSY WITH
Monday;
7:30—All Association meeting RUSHING
Tuesday:
S. C. A.
CALENDAR

VEX

Ike the Cub H«
close second
so mornings ew
rifle students«
t when their st«
nd the scent ol
In the sirof the new an*
Allen Waldo, Dj
Itan Shane, m

Dress Shop

ALL READY
TO WEAR-

Ciias. Haas
& Sons

SPECIALIZING
IN FORMALS

JEWELERS
425 E. MAIN

First National Bank Building

CNTENCE

Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Tosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found In a
First-Class Pharmacy

IIIOH
>n't m\M»
nigh1

For better

week's can#

Lrr>«
OH*

rrrt*W •

•r-i

business

positions

H U M P H R E Y S

CWKESB

mmn
CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS
"The Taste Will Tell"

(Since 1896)

Ph. 3-0451

School of Business
Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber .. Stockton

title bit to® »

2W4 Pacific Ave.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

CORSAGES?

" don-.

TRY THE

h Lea d s ^

FARMS 4"

'ifSS*

Supply Milk

u sn»r
..-caret »T , J

|"5# 3\
ilt»T
lit

tinff

starts v

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

for the

Fighting Tigers
OFFICE:
602 S. Center St.
Phone: 2-8220

IFIC

ssfi! BLEWETT'S
eic$W

FOR DELICIOUS
FROSTED MALTS
. and
ICE CREAM

FRESH FLAVORS DAILY
2017 PACIFIC AVE.

ICE
!)•••
COAL
WOOD
Ain,|rr^ j
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
|C<"
SAND
BOCK
GRAVEL

t\o»*

»•

«

*

A slum clearance course has
been added to the curriculum of
the University of California.

KING

— Jeweler —
2047 Pacific Ave.
WE SPECIALIZE IN WATCH
and JEWELRY REPAIRING

COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

TRY THE—

ike we'll have s
or the next W»
jell has been

•n<

Alpha Kappa Phi will entertain
rushees with a chicken dinner to
night at 6:00 o'clock. Following
dinner, the pledges will present
a program of songs and music.
Later the group will attend the
basketball game in the gym, and
then they will go back to Archania for refreshments and
various games.
President Moore is in charge
of the committee, assisted by
Duane Sewell and Harold Dieckmann. Pledges will serve the din
ner. Clean up is under Harold
Dieckmann, who will be assisted
by the pledges.

Business and Professional Directory
Forty-Nine Drug Co.

Tau Kappa Has -ourteen Are
nitiated in
Rushing Rush
Archania
Season

Spring blossoms are to be
Alpha chapter of Emendia
Fourteen pledges were inform
Alumna Association (Epsilon used effectively to carry out the ally initiated into Alpha Kappa
Lambda Sigma) held its mid decorations for a pink and white Phi during the past weekend.
-tea this afternoon at Tau Kappa
winter meeting at the home of Kappa from 3:00 to 5:00 p. m. President Carl Moore, assisted
Mrs. Phillip Maas in San Jose
Chairman for the afternoon is by Frances Hellman and the
Lois Mae Ventre. Betty Anne membership committee, saw to
on February 17.
Miss Charlotte Colombet, an Smith is in charge of decorations it that pledges were well taken
alumnae member, was featured and refreshments.
Kerosene lamps, ancient family care of throughout the initiation.
on the program, displaying part
The pledges participating in
albums,
antique lamps, vases and
of her collection of over two
cluded: Bob Conn, Dave Gay,
gay
ninety
costumes
formed
the
hundred rare bells—among them
Dean Gay, Jack Hanner, Bill
bells from an ancient Hindu setting for a Tau Kappa Kappa Hunefeld, John Immel, Dwayne
informal
dinner
last
evening.
temple.
General chairman was Lois Mears, Dan Pengilly, Wardell
Refreshments served on tables Lasell with Barbara Lennox in Piccardo, William Rempfer, Ken
centered with spring flowers fol charge of decorations. A program neth Rogers, Joe Thorton, Jerry
lowed Miss Colombet's talk.
directed by Alice Keehner fea Tilson, and Richard Toms.
Alumnae attending the gather tured "gay ninety varieties" by
On Friday night the pledges
ing were the Mesdames Gertrude •Alice Hall, Rae Hungerford, and reported to Archania. They were
Gray, Edith Hichborn, Pearl Lan- Lois Lasell, a tap dance by Mil given every attention by the
nin, Jessie Maas, Florence Smith, dred Field and Margo Mclntyre, members until Sunday night. On
Alice Stelling, Elizabeth Telfer, and readings and skits by Marnie Saturday, under the direction of
Evvie Tillman, and the Misses Nile and Marjorie Sage.
"Boss" Hellman, the pledges
Mary Anderson, Charlotte Colom
An informal tea with effective cleaned the House from basement
bet, Viola Lantz, Hattie Rogers, decorations of gum drops was to roof. The program went into
Alice von Dorsten, Margaret enjoyed at Tau Kappa Kappa high gear on Sunday and various
Wlbel, and Frances Schallen- Wednesday afternoon from 3:00 games and exercises with suit
berger of San Jose; the Mes to 5:00 p. m. General chairman able rewards were In evidence.
dames Edna Wagener, Elizabeth for the tea was Margo Mclntyre The weekend was climaxed by a
Walker and Miss Ethel Emerson with Lois Mae Ventre in charge moonlight ride by members and
of Palo Alto; Mrs. Louise Russell of decorations and refreshments. pledges. The pledges expressed
of Santa Clara; Mrs. J. B. Tuthill
Last Monday evening an in an unexplainable urge to walk,
of Saratoga; and Mrs. Winifred formal dinner under the direction which the members tolerantly
Appel of Gilroy.
of Alice Keehner featured an old gratified.
fashioned theme for decorations
Early Monday morning the
and appropriate costumes were members returned to Alpha
worn by hostesses. Following Kappa and indulged in coffee
dinner a program was featured and doughnuts.
»
•
*
with piano selections by Melba
Jean Loyd, take offs on gay
ninety songs by Lois Lasell and
Rae Hungerford, and a general
Dr. Tully C. Knoles spoke on song.
Tau Kappa Kappa will hold
"The United States and the Far
East" last Tuesday night at the formal dinners next week on
annual Chamber of Commerce Monday and Thursday evenings
and teas on Wednesday and Fri
meeting at Red Bluff.
Thursday morning Dr. Knoles day afternoons.
spoke for the San Luis Obispo
Junior College on "The Roll of
A bridge and fashion show will
Russia."
be given by the Mothers and Pa
This evening at the Madera
tronesses of Mu Zeta Rho,
Teacher's Institute Dr. Knoles
March 8. Mrs. Carl Rausch, presi
will continue his discussion of
dent of the club, is general chair
world affairs on the subject,
man for the affair.
Europe Today."
By CLAYTON LONG
Clothes will be modeled from
"Economic Deductions from
Music Critic
the Jessie Culbert's Shop. The
War" will be the topic of his talk
The rush events held by Alpha models are Misses Bette Lee
It is invincible for the relatively insignificant to before the state board of direc
cherish a moment they mgy have spent with, or even tors of the Stockton Junior Theta Tau this week started out Mathews, Norma Marcellin,
near, some sparkling personage of the day—better yet, Chamber of Commerce tomorrow with an informal tea on Monday Eloise Lambert, Harriet Budin,
afternoon from 3 to 5. Jackie Helen Cortelyou, Beverly Wright,
to have that artist come to your home town and un at noon.
Parker was chairman for the af Ruth Lombardi, Gayle Rawles,
Dr.
Knoles
will
speak
before
consciously to feel hitherto unrecognized dignity and
the First Congregational and fair and was assisted by Jane Mary Ranney, Mary Wolf, Phyllis
flibberty-jibbets for knowing per-A
—
Grey, Lois Fenstermacher, and Grimshaw, Vivienne Manary, Pat
sonally the feature of the eve ginia Morgan star attraction of Trinity Churches of Berkeley Millie Barnett.
Carson, Joyce Wiggins, Betty
Sunday evening. The College of
ning whom everyone else is ap many-a-season of concerts pre the Pacific A Cappella choir will
Lollypops, kid costumes, ice Dixon, Genemarie Anderson,
parently floundering to get in sented by any local music enter also take part in the services cream cones, and animal crackers Mary Ellen Hoosan; Mrs. A. L.
were a few of the highlights of Mills and Mrs. A. J. Vanuccini.
the immediate proximity of after prise and one of the finest which will be broadcast.
Miss Mildred Lorgamarsino
the kid party given at their in
the concert is over.
woman-harpists in any round
will
play piano selections during
formal
dinner
on
Wednesday
eve
it. The three of them were mo
Last Monday night a physically corner of this man's globe.
ning. Heading the committee for the fashion show.
destly
obliging
and
told
interestMy
meeting
her
took
place
but not spiritually drenched au
Mrs. Carl Rausch will be as
a concert some two years ings happenings in their work this event was Roxine Hafele, sisted by Mrs. Vernon Handly,
dience (somewhat smaller than after
Helping
her
were
Jane
Ketman,
together,
which
has
seen
them
in
ago in San Francisco way up on
the usual) attended the Stockton the top of Chestnut Street, which many parts of Europe and nearly Betty Behney, and Virginia Spen Mrs. J. W. Gardner, and Mrr.
G. C. Ulrey, refreshments; Mrs.
Symphony Orchestra's fourth is home and headquarters for every dominion of the British cer.
concert of its thirteenth season her and her two sisters, Frances Empire, playing before kings,
Claire Pratt was in charge of J. Stewart Moore and Mrs. L. J.
at the local high school audito and Marguerite. The three of queens, counts, and so on down the informal tea given Thursday Vannuccini, prizes; Mrs. Parkin
rium and goggled with warmed, them combine to make up the the elite line. That "historic" eve afternoon from 3 to 5. Others son and Mrs. W. D. Anthony,
but perhaps not altogether under unique, world-famous Le Trio ning was ended in the wee hours, on the committee were Marit tables and chairs.
Reservations can be made by
standing, musical dispositions at Morgan of violin, harp and piano and we plundered down the cob Bransted, Mary Rice, Audry
telephoning Mrs. George Hench
the graceful magnificence of Vir- Virginia was wearing her de blestone-street toward home, feel Grady.
or Mrs. L. A. Mills.
licious long golden hair in curls ing slightly dazed and flattered
Winding up this week's rush
HAVE you seen the sign at 340 then. The sisters are apt lin- after having been whacked by activities for Alpha Theta Tau
Weber Ave. that flashes "STAN quists, speaking French, German such a three-fold brick of super- will be another informal dinner
DARD TYPEWRITERS"? That's and several other tongues flu culture.
tonight and is being planned by
ART FLORAL
One might conclude (mightn't Frances Bransted with assistance
the place to rent or buy a type ently. They represent the essence
writer—any make, on special stu of culture, refinement and mu one?) that Miss Morgan's harp from Jackie Ritchie, Lois Fen
SHOPPE
dent terms. Dial STANDARD, sicianship. Their hostess-ship is has about the purest tone avail stermacher, Marie Sala and
able. Material proof for this state Nancy Brown.
6-6627.
unmatchable.
FOR ALL FLOWERS
Virginia hauled out her exten ment is shown in the rebuke the
sive collection of fobs, pendants, instrument made by popping a
TREVOR GRIFFITHS,
ARE YOU renting a typewrit
brooches and models of anything string when she barely antici
Campus Rep,
p
a
t
e
d
p
l
a
y
i
n
g
t
h
e
"
P
r
o
f
a
n
e
er?
If
so,
see
us
about
special
that has a harp or harp-shape on
Dance" for an encore. An ultra- rental-purchase plan and make
OMEGA PHI
You can't a] ford
quick change, a snip with the your rent money buy a type
to miss it.
shears, a spirited semi-patriotic
Phone 2-9502
cheer from the audience, and the writer. STANDARD, 340 E
Weber,
Dial
6-6627.
show went on to conclusion with
Sat. - Sun. • Mon. - Tues.
"GONE WITH
out further mishap save a few
additional weakened blood-pumps
THE WIND"
Kay Kyser
every time Virginia M. took an
other one of those smooth, flow
Matinee and Evening Shows
"That's Right,
ing bows of hers (which the trio
Daily Starting Thursday,
of sisters is noted for, by the
February 29
You're Wrong"
way).
Oh, yes, and it is vaguely re
—Also—
membered that Maestro Silva and
TYRONE POWER
his cohorts were on the scene of
action. The maestro swayed with
LINDA DARNELL
lubricated feeling and ease, and
gave his usual counterpart
THRILLS!
Strauss vocalizations, leading the
faithful organization in one of
ACTION!
their most finished performances
TENSE DRAMA!
Wed. -Thurs. • Fri.
but easiest, of late. Especially
mM
commendable was the work in
ZORINA
"The Fighting
Mendelssohn's "Italian Sym
EDDIE ALBERT
phony."

SORORITY HEADS

JESSIE E. CULBERT
np
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Although each little "blossoir
was playing possom" last Mon
day afternoon, what with the rail
and the wind, spring blossom
were used to decorate the room
for Epsilon Lambda Sigma's ir
formal tea from three to five
Jean Morgan and her decora
tion committee salvaged the blof
soms that were used. Mrs. Tor
Connolly and Mrs. Ralph Peter
presided at the tea table. The er.
tertainment, refreshments, ani
clean-up committees were it
charge of Phyliss Stabler, Loi
Bugbee, and Reba Sinclair, re
spectively.
"South of the Border," the cut
rent song hit, was used as thi
general theme for the first in
formal dinner Wednesday eve
ning. Old coke bottles, drippinj
with candle wax, Mexican fooc
and later in the evening a pre
gram of Mexican and Spanisl
songs and dances, added to th
song theme of turning a Pacifi
sorority into a little Mexica:
town.
Jean Arnot was general chaii
man of the evening, and Jea:
Marie Marblestone, decoration
committee; Laverne Lagoric
table setting; and Lois Bugbet
entertainment, were her chait
man of committee helpers.
Calla lilies and lavendar iri
were the flowers predominate
in decoration at Epsilon's ij
formal tea yesterday afternooi
Marguriete Etzel was generf
chairman of the afternoon. A
sisting her were Jean Morgai
Presidents of Pacific's four sororities are now active with rushing duties. Read
entertainment; Phyliss Stable ing from left to right, the girls are PAT SEAVERS, president of Epsilon Lambda
refreshments; and Jean Arno Sigma; LUCILLE WILSON, Tau Kappa Kappa; BETTY BARRY, Alpha Theta Tau;
clean-up. Mrs. C. E. Bramwe and PAT CARSON, Mu Zeta Rho.
Courtesy Stockton Independent
poured.

DeMolay men, and former
members of the order, are meet 10:45—Chapel.
ing this evening at 6:30 in An
4:15—Public Affairs meeting,
derson Hall for the purpose of
Speakers: Mr. Angie:
discussing possibilities for the
and Mr. Watson.
forming of a brotherhood on the Wednesday:
campus. All men interested are
3:20—Committee meeting.
invited.
Thursday:
4:40—Meeting of the Cros:
ways. Dr. Pease wl
Lovely!
speak.
6:00—Town Meeting of th
Exquisite!
Air group.
Friday:
2:25—Cosmopolitan Club.
Engagement

Cups

SOCIETY

RARE BELLS
FEATURED
AT MEET

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

BOSTONIAN
Fit Right — Feel Right
, They're Walk-Fitted

DUNNE
SHOE CO.
330 E. Main St.

FRIEDBERGER'S
339

East Main Street
. JEWELERS . . .

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
ON PACIFIC AVE.

SIBLEY E. BUSH
2302 Pacific Avenue

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE
Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

Virginia Morgan Reigns
in Spite
of Rain

DD:I:I:1

"DAYTIME WIFE"

69th"

"ON YOUR TOES"

—With—

—And—

JIMMY CAGNEY
PAT O'BRIEN
GEORGE BRENT

JEAN HERSHOLT

"MEET DR. CHRISTIAN"

COMPLETE and SNAPPY
Through Our Capable Campus Representatives

PAT DUNLAP

National Towel k Laundry Co.

Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

Kid Party Is
Alpha Theta
Rush Event

FOR-SPRING
' COLLEGE

MISS
SPORTS

TRY US — LET THE RESULTS
SPEAK
FOR
THEMSELVES!

LAUNDERERS — DRY
925 N. Wilson Way

CLEANERS

Taste is the charm of

Phone 4-4695

<?Ca.'(T0lu;/t,

INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

Stockton, California

448 West Fremont

Office:
830 S. California

Phone 8-8613

For Refreshment and Fellowship

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A . W . S . T e a Room
Employing Student Help

"Where Old & New Friends Meet

Available in
BEIGE
WHITE
BEIGE

(J|£
9^*''

and

BROWN

the deliciojand fall, or $2.50
Coca-Cola an'1™ belonged in
,
if the two semese
e

PECKLER
AND

GIOVANESSI
523 E. MAIN

^.^chance

the delightful ? the College of
first attracted M the Stockton
never fails to re to purchase
happy
plete refreshitjy are $1.50 for
the millionsfy members in

SNUB

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

Fashions
to Be
Shown

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

Campus

KNOLES
NOTES

of refreshme^Q |0r th0Se

T H A T

wh0

a "
R E F R s
tumty is given to
lie book it will be
COCA-COLA B O T T L I N G C .
O F STOCKTON, L I M I
Prices.

^4 U S E

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co.'
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TIGER

Jaysees Extend
s Win Streak
N
A
R

Three Teams Lose Games to
Improved Cub Quintet

Chris Kjeldsen's rampaging*
Baby Tigers finished another
McWILLIAMS
By BOB CON A WAY
crammed week-end of basketball
last Friday and Saturday nights
HONORED
in the local gym when they tram
Athletically Fresno State Is to
Captain Hugh McWilliams
COP what the Southern Califor pled the San Francisco J. C. Re
was awarded the "Red"
nia Trojans are to the Coast Con serves, 66-38, toyed with ClearBusher trophy, a symbol of
ference. In other words, they lake High School, 26-17, and
his outstanding work as a
dominate the sports field.
swamped a highly touted Alhamfootball lineman.
The
The Bulldogs were lucky to bra Alumni squad, 60-43. The
award, annually given, was
eke out a 7-0 football victory;
received by the veteran cen
their mediocre basket squad won victories marked the eighth,
ter at yesterday's rally.
its series with great ease; there ninth and tenth notches in the
Also given were sweaters
is little hope that the Tiger cin- Cubs' consecutive win string.
to members of both football
dermen will fare any better. The
Don "Hank" Rogers, Coach
squads and gifts to the
great Trojans, however, extend Kjeldsen's main offensive cog,
coaches. Coach A. A. Stagg
their superiority over the entire scored a total of 40 points in two
accepted a large cup from his
conference.
games to shatter any former
players.
scoring record that may have ex
BOBBY MADRID
isted.
Eagle-eyed
Don
was
not
A Trojan-bound distance run
ner has been sidetracked into a the only standout for Stockton EIGHfaJBT
Fresno suit. He is Bob Madrid, during the three games, however.
twice holder of the J. C. half Bert Mason scored four straight PREPARE
mile record. His grades or units long shots without a miss and
were not sufficient to permit him ran up a total of fourteen points FOR TENNIS
to enroll in the southern school, in the game against the AlhamDoug Dashiell, Stockton J. C.
which ought to make Mr. Ather- bra Alumni. Dusty Miller, scor
ing on short looping shots at the tennis coach, has been forced to
ton raise his eyebrows.
The 23-year-old runner weighs front end of a fast breaking for hold practice sessions indoors be
only 117 pounds, but he is full ward wall managed to garner 23 cause of the poor conditions that
have prevailed during the past
of fight, proof of which was fur digits in the series.
week. Coach Dashiell, however,
nished at the Fresno Relays when PAPPY YOKUMS
is undaunted and is preparing
he over came thirty-yards in
Expecting to witness a game
the medley relay to run the mile in which a quintet of wild men the squad for an active season,
An effort is being made to
in 4:14.8. His time of 9:32.5 was dressed in animal skins and bareobtain matches with top
good enough to win the national feet would contest the Baby Ben
flight Junior College teams
J. C. two-mile event, but he had gal Reserves, a surprising num
such
as San Francisco J. C.,
previously run the race faster. ber of spectators turned out for
Sacramento J. C., Modesto
His goal is 9:10, a not unaccom- the first game of Saturday night's
J. C., and Placer J. C. When
plishable task according to his triple-header.
Onlookers were
the Cubs tackle these teams
mentor, Flint Hanner.
not to be rewarded, however, for
they will have plenty of
Clearlake High School turned out
CHAMPS BACK
trouble on their hands, but
Tommy Nelson and George in black jockey satin uniforms
Coach Dashiell believes the
with
flashy
sweat
jackets.
Only
Hoffman have also enrolled with
locals will give a good ac
the Bulldogs. Both are well re a jug marked with three X's be
count of themselves.
membered here for their perfor trayed the invaders' hillbilly tra
Stewart Browne, Wilfred Trapdition.
Standout
in
this
game
for
mances in the conference finals.
hagen, Bud Smith, Hugh HutchColored-flash Nelson won both Stockton was slim Bob Martin, ins, Ben Hamm, Farrell Dedrick,
new
comer
to
Chris
Kjeldsen's
sprints; Hoffman tied with Lew
John Ebbesen, and Felix Contillo
Ford for a first in the pole vault. proteges, who sparked the re are ranked respectively on the
It's still a wonder to us how serves to their victory and count squad at the present time. An
Long John Toomay managed to ed 12 points to be tops in scoring unfortunate blow to the team
keep himself together in the Cub- columns.
was the announcement that Jim
The Alumni Club of Mar
Alhambra Alumni game Satur
Kaffen, experienced player from
day evening. Most members of
tinez, a highly reputed ag
San Francisco, has been declared
the Alumni team are also mem
gregation which has scored
ineligible.
bers of the football squad and
victories over such teams as
o
•
played rough basketball at times.
Marin J. C., and Humboldt
Several instances are recalled
State, was the greatest worry
FOOTBALLERS
when the tall lad appeared to be
for the Cubs in the current
ready to break in half.
semester. At the half-time
ISSUED SUITS
the Tiny Tigers were but 5
CUBS GROWN UP
points in the lead, and the
With the permission of J.
The current win streak of the
veteran Alumni had come
Pluvius, who has nixed the
Jaysees is the real thing. Al
through with three quick
first week of spring football,
though they have played com
baskets just before the gun
strenuous practice is again
paratively weaker teams than at
to make the score 18-23 as the
slated to get under way next
the beginning of the season, they
teams filed out.
Monday.
have shown much improvement,
A total of forty-two play
notably with the addition of out MARGIN ESTABLISHED
ers have been issued suits,
standing players. It appears that
The Cubs came out after their
and with the completion of
Junior College athletic squads rest still tense and for a few
the Pacific and S. J. C. bas
are finally coming into their own. minutes handled the ball sloppily.
ketball schedules this week,
Down Chico way they are
Then, after two quick set-ups by
about ten more are expected
still thanking Elmer McCall,
Miller on the fast-break and a
to sign up.
Fresno guard, for the Wild
follow-in by Mason, the Orange
o
cats' 1-point victory over the
and Black established a margin
Fresnans. In the last sec
that was never to be overcome
onds of the game McCall got
by the tiring Alumni. The light, Swimmers — Meet
a chance for a dump shot
fast Jaysees completely out
with no Chico man near him.
classed the larger, slower visitors Th is Afternoon
And so—the ball careened off
in all departments of play.
the hoop into a jumble of
Tonight and tomorrow the
Intramural swimming meet is
players as • the final bell
fighting Stocktons will wind-up scheduled to begin this afternoon
sounded. Result: Chico, 43;
their current season with easy at 4 p. m. The event will fea
Fresno, 42.
contests against Armstrong Busi ture diving, 150-yard medley re
ness College on Friday and Ste lay, 50 and 100-yard races, 150CLIPPER—YES OR NO?
Current "Information—please" phens' Cruisers the following yard back, 200-yard breast, and
a 440-yard race.
riddle: Is, or is not, Francis night.
Contestants may participate in
Joseph "Clipper" Smith to be CHICO PRELIMS
three events, but must have both
head football coach at Loyola?
The Cubs have defeated Arm
an infirmary ticket and PSA
o
strong in Oakland once 41-29 and
card to be eligible. Track men
should
repeat
again
with
an
even
Catholic University of Amer
will not be permitted to enter
larger
score.
Stephens'
Cruisers,
ica has organized the nation's
the meet, nor will those men who
first religious round table for although one of the better teams are on probation.
in the Pacific Invitational League,
law students and lawyers.
oshould be easy pickings for the
high-stepping locals.
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Talks Support

Get Your Haircut at

MAKE FRIENDS with one of
'The Campus Barbershop' our portable typewriters. It will College Youths
This Shop is Owned by
Saint Mary's College has in
help you get better grades. Easy stituted a system of lectures, the
the PSA.
to rent or buy. STANDARD, 340 proceeds from which will pro
IT IS YOUR SHOP
E. Weber, Dial 6-6627.
vide high school youths a col
lege education. Brother Leo in
augurated the program Monday
in the War Memorial Auditorium
in San Francisco. This initial
•-SrVLE STORE fOR~MEN»
lecture will provide funds for
three youths.

tagal sports f age
BOB CONAVVAY, Editor

SHARPSHOOTER

TWEED SUITS
Tailored to the New Spring
smart three-button . . . Full
Drape . . English Model Coat
. . Pleated Trousers . . in the
clever new Blue, Grey and
Brown Herringbone Patterns.

19

50

the weekend may find an

'V

kf

BULLDOGS WHIP TIGERS
IN CRUCIAL SERIES

BILL LUNT

Rent a

TYPEWRITER

$1.50 PER MONTH
(Latest Models Slightly
higher)
All New Portables Sold
75c and $1.00 Per Week
"NO INTEREST OR
CARRYING CHARGE"

MRS. HOLMAN'S
1603 Pacific Avenue

6:30 a. m. to 12 p. m.
PLATE LUNCHES
DONUTS
SANDWICHES
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

STOCKTON
TYPEWRITER
COMPANY

436 E. Market

Ph. 2-8514

FOREIGN
DELICACIES—

Gaia-Delucchi
Visit Our Beautiful
New Store
Free Parking Space

THE COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

KSSSr

• Don't forget to see those
BALL BAND Tennis Shoes!

RS23

American and Channel

lakes'

And be sure that you get
your Tennis Balls, Gym
Suits (Shirt with C. O. P.
emblem). The new stock
of Swimming Caps, College
Jewelry, Fountain P e n s ,
Student Supplies of all
kinds at—

JOHNNIE'S

v;ev •
Kv >

.

h

a<-Ul

Upjj

p

2026. Pacific Ave.

Woman who buy cheap sillc stockings gets run for
her money."

CONFUCIUS ALSO SAY:
Students who buy at

Paul's Associated Service

(TN BLACK'S)

The College

Where Price & Quality
Meet

Bookstore

Phone 2-7481

'On the Campus for You"

Get Quality Products and Smiling Service

Paul Johnnaber, Prop.

^<*1 tr7c

Says—

MEAT MARKET

CONFUCIUS SAY:

EL DORADO MEAT MARKET

TO THE WISE BUYER—

We invite comparison of Quality and Price
with any wholesaler in Stockton.

NIELSEN BROTHERS

l'h. 5-5613

raV° &nd McKeegan's for a1' that's "e
in sportswear m
n
and wearabilit v l l .lmPr°vements in styling, fabric design
g Sh°Wn this seasonto point them 01 f t
We'd be haPP?
Point them out to you if you'd drop in ... No obligate

SPORT COATS

Pacific and Walnut

MEET THE GANG

31N. El Dorado

Second and Last Place
Occupants Battle Here

Ml

M

J""'

SHOW 'EM FIRST YOST

The syrr
institutions
been under
cently in a
We sine
been eradicaY L E S T O R E F O R E M E N *
Stockton
to take this Main St.
his already 1r Now Showing New Spring
College of th art Schaffner & Marx Suits

Umipeg May Start
in Ranking Spot

Pacific, Chico
Finish Season

Tiger supporters over
ex.
The Shell Oil Company of Mar ... * tvvo game basketball sent**
series between me
the Chi,,
tinez tennis team invades Stock
and the risers to their llkin,. The>
ton tomorrow morning when they
the final games of the season.
will meet the College of the Pa
One of the flashiest "little" teams on the coast, th 8
cific net squad at 10 o'clock on
One oi vnc
*chico Wildcats hae won 233
fri v ' a
the Pacific courts. Little is
of 345 games. Their coach is
known about the oil men, but it
Acker, noted for his brill]
COACH
can be taken for granted that
?f?
building up of material. This N|
t
they will bring a formidable ag
is supported by their showing f-v
gregation of experienced racquet01
the San Jose State College to
>J <JU^y tf'
men.
ament in which Chico took
While the lineup is not def
out of six games.
initely decided, as yet, Coach
gp
CAL AGGIES WIN
.tie
Kjeldsen will probably de
15.
They played against
pend on Marcello Umipeg,
suet,
teams as San Francisco Stati
<5t
,15 1115
a, - pK
mighty mite hailing from
San Diego State, Santa Barbtl
Honolulu and an award win
vK
stntp. Fresno State.
State,
State, San , ^
ner last year, to hold down
State,
and
Humboldt
State
fllT
the ranking position for the
competition in any sport writer^ i° hell i*"
• Tigers.
book. In the Far Western cZ
"Woe is mo," wailed Coach
foroncp tVlP
\A/ilHna+e have
I
.V?
ine1he
ference
the Wildcats
Chris Kjeldsen, College of the
opeP- .{th<*
only two games, both to
Pacific varsity tennis coach, as
the
league
leading
Cal.
Aggies,
he cried into his weeping wash
Some of the Chico players wh
cloth. "At first it was a pool
ir-iier
are
likely to see action tonkht I# wh°'e 1"
turnout for the varsity that had
are forwards Taylor and Swei V* out***"
me worried, but that fact fades
>
sen, guards Whitman and Con. • jjior*
into insignificance when com
„ the
\fd
land, and center Al Schleuter
pared with the latest calamities.'
Guard Dick Copland came u„ ' V*"!'' •
laugP
HUTCHEON PLAYS
from the frosh and showed sui
Russ Pugmire, star twotalent he pushed a veteran off
bet
letter man, was declared in
the first string. Pacific will h3J best , r u "
c + nn for
fnM this
4-L1 _
"
to T.rofnh
watch iff
its step,
eligible, having carried an in
« B !•
man jg
sufficient number of units
Mainstay on last year's tennis noted for retrieving the ball off
™
last semester. The inclement | team was FRANCIS HELLMAN. the backboard.
weather of the past week has He and award-winner Herm Sa- SPORT TROPHY
fly. qua
seriously curtailed the prac piro are assisting the coaches
The
other
guard,
Arthur
tice sessions of the varsity with tutoring duties during the
Whitman, won the sportman- P 2 candidates also. Coach Kjeld icurrent season.
ship trophy at the San J0ge
sen was cheered by the news
Tournament and was the V eli!r,!:
that Ian Hutclieoii, award
high scorer of the team last wstionwinner on the Stockton J. C. Track, Field
year. A long shot artist that Jre,
team, and Dave Mathews,
is going to be watched to
'° In,
varsity contender for the Events Held
night is forward Arthur we ^
past three years, have de
Above is HUGH "JO-BABE" McWILLIAMS, mainstay
Swensen, and the other for with F p'
An organization track meet to
cided to turn out for the Ben
of the Bengal cage squad. Last season McWilliams led
ward, Harold Taylor, is the contei iding
gal net squad.
test inexperienced and new men
sparkplug of the team.
in the scoring, averaging 8 points per game, and re
,j man thri
A return match on April 2 has will be held next Thursday and
Center Schleuter is the out.
ceived the Bravo-McKeegan award for his foul shoot
him o\ (
been scheduled with San Jose
standing man on the team wining. Currently he is again leading the pack for this
Traditio'
State in San Jose, it was an Friday. The events are spread ning a place on Coach Art
honor, HUGH was also honored in yesterday's nounced. Forced indoors by the over two days in an effort to
ttill it beoom
assembly by receiving the "Red" Busher trophy for out recent "unusual" weather, the give hopefuls an opportunity to Acker's all-time Chico State J the Republic
quintet. Schleuter won the place
standing line play during the 1939 football season.
squad has been experimenting participate in more than one by scoring 369 points last year ' where the
with an invention by Tom Stow event.
and averaging fourteen points str daily. F4"
world - famous coach of Don All men competing, including per game this season so far. erly straw bal
veterans, those who have not
Budge et al, which is called
(It's choice Bu
earned a block letter, must sign TIGERS WORK
the
tennis stroke developer.
b=r
The Tiger workout last Tues among
up with managers for entrance
much?
SEVEN MEMBERS
as a member of the fraternities, day afternoon showed the team tehow we h
Due to the withdrawal of Pug
dorm, manor, or town. A com had finally rounded into top scion that Se
mire the announced positions of
form, scoring seventy points in
team members is superseded by plete schedule of events is posted a forty-five minute scrimmage, ; :oin:- 1
Bengals Sole Occupants
on
the
bulletin
board.
the following: Marcello Umipeg,
If this is any indication of their G.O.P.
—
—o
—' of Conference Cellar
Doug Sabiston, Bill Hunefcld,
form for this evening the Tigers |al Republic!
Herman Spindt, -Sandy Trezise,
may annex another sorely needed it and unass
The Fresno Bulldogs handed the Pacific varsity a Ian Hutcheon, and Dave Mathews, Leap Day
win.
an on-the
pair of defeats to pull themselves out of the Conference
o
The probable starting lineup from a big
Yesterday was the last leap for Pacific will be forwards Lena] lich, inc
cellar. The Bengals now have sole rights to last place,
day for another four years. Boys, han and Rogers, guards Monagan
>
losing by 52-43 and 47-33.
Mr. Bacon Talks
if you didn't win a proposal yes and Adamina, and McWiiliraj
Playing good games and displaying a remarkable
M
and
above all,
Professor Allen Bacon will
center.
facility for screen plays, the<j,
— travel to Tracy this afternoon terday . . .
be political nam<
Bulldogs won the first game on
|11 nutshell:
ing honors with 18; Lenalian
where he will speak before the
the free throw line, turned the
1st we'd like u
and Kelly each made 10.
Tracy Women's Club on the sub
second contest into a rout. AnThe play of rangy Wait Kelly ject "American Music Comes of,
to: Dewey vs. i
gelo Petropolus, sophomore flash, in the series was a definite im Age."
(bat we think w<
paced the Fresno attack through provement over his previous
o
Roosevelt.
out both games.
showings. The tall lad was hit
Alabama Tech's Tiger eleven
'Times Cha:
ting the hoop with accuracy and
FOUL SHOTS POOR
will play only one home game
fdnesday nighi
In the initial encounter the succeeded in giving the Bulldog this season.
cagers
some
worry
with
his
de
headlines about]
Bulldogs scored 18 field goals to
skirmish on t
17 for the Tigers; however they fensive play.
dropped through the net 16 out CHICO SERIES
"•Total
casualtl,
PAUL H. LEONHARD
The coming Chico series will
of 21 free throws to only 9 out
founded. Contra
Independent Agent
of 22 for the Bengals. This ex provide the Tigers with an op
tot" World \va
All Makes of Radios,
hibition was surpassed by the portunity to pull out of last
Us screamed
red-hot Petropolus who scored 14 place; however, they will have
Radio Players, Records
"WIERED''
points in the first half. Pacific's to take both games from the
Conflict see,,. '
DISCOUNT
TO
PSA-ERS
second-place
club
to
get
a
tie
guard Bob Monagan was planted
® and
-with
the
Raisin
City
squad.
onto the "Flying Greek" for the
fit, however
time he played in the second
American an
stanza and kept him from scor
UNION OIL PRODUCTS
German Books
ing. Rogers captured high point
Jstern war has
honors for the Tigers . with one
DIAL 2-6150
The Library has recently been
less than Angelo; 6 foot 5 cen presented over two volumes of
f® 10 the
ter Burton Acker accounted for German literature. The books
world a!
11.
It " ^eyre nc
are a gift of Mr. Stephen KorSECOND GAME—BAD
nicker, a refugee student at the
STOP-WEAR LUBRICATION
' People uun .
Stockton High School.
In the second game the
Cars Called For and Delivered
Bengals failed to garner a
RENT or buy a typewriter for
Pacific & Maple
field goal during the first
faster, neater work and better
ten minutes, although they
Opp. Safeway Store
grades from STANDARD, 340 E.
scored the first point with a
Weber, Dial 6-6627.
Formerly of Robinson & Lunt
gratis toss. Petropolus was
held to few points in the
opening half, but connected
RAVIOLIS•%in,s out ?h
with the hoop in the final
minutes to again take scorSPAGHETTI—
HV'hneak" t"

fosi BEDS.

New and Imported

Netmen Meet
Shell Oil
Tomorrow
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FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
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LOAFER COATS
SPORT SHIRTS
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